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Manage, Find, Map, Share your photos

PhotoMapper Server is a corporation-wide solution for
managing large amounts of digital photos. While storing all
your images in a central drive, it is possible to explore them
efficiently from all workstations. The intuitive browserinterface and the connection to the ArcGIS Server are pioneering..
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You never have to ask again in which location
photos were taken and where they are stored
within your company network.
By providing a central picture database
PhotoMapper Server organizes your data
pool. Your current photos will be imported
automatically while all users can easily add
new pictures to the database.
The graphical user interface uses the embedded GPS-coordinates for localisation in the
interactive map. Due to the possibility off
tagging and exploring the Exif-Header of your
image files it is really simple to find all photos
with their exact location in the map.

Feature List

For whom?
Users with many photos (10.000 and more)
Organisations with wide spread branches
Different roles between documentation
(photographer) and user (information
system)



System requirements (Server):
ArcGIS Server 9.3



Apache



Tomcat



DBMS (Oracle or SQL-Server)



You can easily add photos without coordinate
information by using the drag and drop
function in the map. Different user profiles
make it possible to manage photos between
departments and sections within your
company or organisation.
Especially large companies with wide spread
organisation structures will benefit from the
possibility to use their complete data pool of
digital photos independently from the person
who took the pictures.

System requirements (User):
Browser



Flashplayer 9.0 and higher



Photo-Import:
FTP



Enabled network drive



Browser-based



Hosted Solution (as alternative):
As an alternative alta4 also offers hosting for
the application and data. This model is rental
based and contains no investment costs for
the customer. You are welcome to contact us.



alta4 Geoinformatik AG
Frauenstraße 8+9
54290 Trier
fon: +49(0)651.96626-0
fax: + 49(0)651.96626-26
info@alta4.com
www.alta4.com

Product editions
Amount of photos (max)
Amount of concurrent users

Workgroup

Enterprise

100.000

one million*

unlimited

unlimited

*Would you like to handle more than one million photos? Please call: +49.651.96626.0

